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he may, or may not, learn some day, but that is not of
present importance. The arrogance, the delusion that
I have found it hardest to overcome," he said, leaning
towards Lewis as though this aided his confession, "the
fatal delusion is our belief that we are entitled to first place
until we have discovered in our own experience something
that transcends us. So we set up idols, our country, our
creed, our art, our beloved one, what you will, and pour
all our spiritual possessions into the idol's lap. We call that
humility or love—Turgeniev would call it self-sacrifice.
Except to the gods we make out of our experience or
dreams we will not kneel down. But the true saint and
philosopher," Nanvitz concluded in a tone not of assertion
but of longing, "is he who can kneel without an image
because he sees himself in a second place absolutely, and
to kneel is an inward necessity to him. Fate cannot touch
such a man—or, rather, though it rend his mind and body,
it cannot affect him."
While they talked, the breeze of the early morning
returned. The still gleam of the lakes was changed into
a sparkling ripple and Lewis felt the air move coolly on his
forehead. Among the trees on the opposite bank, the
domed roof of the pavilion was shining in the sun, shining
and occulting as the shadow of branches swayed over it,
and the little waterfall streamed in brilliant froth from
under the darkness of the bridge. Life had never held a
gayer or more delicious quietness than at this moment.
Lewis found that his mind moved strongly and at ease, as
though he had been given new insight into whatever
subject they discussed; he had the same pleasure in argu-
ment with Narwitz as an artist has in a drawing which
simplifies and declares itself before him, flowing with
such a rhythm of inward power as he has never perceived
in any work of his. Even when speaking of his history of
the contemplative life, Lewis found that in Narwitz's
presence he understood it more fully than in the past.
"The difficulty/' he said, "is to make clear the distinction
between the inward stillness and balance which is the
genuine purpose of contemplation and the indifference to

